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"Truth is the soveraisne praiae of an History" 
Edmund Bolton, HYpercritica 
Preface 
The writer set out in this paper to investigate how English-
men in the Late Tudor and Early Stuart Eras viewed the study 
of History: Did they study History? If so. why? Had History 
a purpose? And in turn how did the answers to theae questions 
affect their Historiography? Throughout we have relied almost 
exclusively on the warks published during the period. which, 
through the kindness of Newberry Library, we were able to use 
in their original editions. We have quoted at length frOB 
these, retaining the original language in order to give color 
to the paper and to allow the reader to get a feel of the 
period and its mode of expression. The reader will find that 
History ws. widely read since it was considered important. 
And that the demand for more and better>hJ:-atories influenced 
the evolution of Historiography. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In his Defence !! Poetry Sir Philip Sidney writes 
that the historian fldenieth in a great chafe, that any man 
for teaching of vertue, and vertuou8 actions is comparable 
to him."l The historian, Sidney continues, bases his claim 
to superiority, upon the belief that, by concrete examples, 
he can present to his readers the cumulative experience of 
the ages. The accepted purpose of history was to teach 
virtue by furnishing to the individual examples for imita-
tion or for warning. This was a convention of long standing. 
The convention of moral purpose, with all that implies, 
established by the Greek and Roman historians, persisted 
steadily in England from the time Bede wrote the preface to 
his Ecclesiastical History well into the seventeenth century. 
Among those who used the ancient formula were Polydore Vergil 
(1534), Thoaas Wylliam in his Dedication to the History .2! 
Italy (1549), the anonymous writer of ~ Institution !! ~ 
Gentleman (1568), John Stow in his Chronicle (1580), Philip 
ISir Philip Sidney, Defence !! Poetry (London, 1965), 
p. 105. 
1 
2 
Sidney in his Defence !! Poetry (1583), George Puttenham in 
his A£!! !! English Poeaie (1589), Thomas Bedingfield in his 
translation of Macchiavelli's Florentine History (1595), 
James Cleland in his .. I ... n.... s.... t ... i .... tu ....... ti ...o.-n ... 2! !. Nobl8lllan (1607) t John 
Pits in the Relationum Historiarum (1619), Richard Brathwaite 
in ! Survey!! History (1638). 
The reason for this repetition of historical patterns 
was to be found not only in the samenes. of human nature, but 
also in the persistent oneness of God. Thomas North in his 
translation of Amyot's preface to Plutarch's Lives summed up 
the historian as "a register to set downe the judgments and 
2 definitive sentences of God'. Court." Sir Walter Raleigh 
was still emphasizing the undeviating justice of God when he 
wrote in the preface to his History 2! !h! World 
The judgements of God are for ever unchangeable; 
neither ia he wearied by the long processe of 
time and won to give his blessing in one age, to 
that which he hath cursed in another. Wherefore 
those that are wiae or whose wisedome, if it be 
not great, yet is true and well grounded; will 
bee able to discern, the bitter fruites of irre-
ligious policie, as well among those examples that 
are found in ages removed farre from the present, 
as in thoae of latter times. 3 
2 Jacquet Amyot, l!! Lives !! !!! Noble Grecians ! 
Romans (London, 1579), no pagination. 
3Sir Walter Raleigh, History 2! !!! World (London. 
1614), Sign. ~ recto. 
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This then was the premise upon which English historians up 
to this time had pleaded the importance ot the study ot 
history - that the lessons ot history can be applied to the 
problems ot the present not only because man remains the 
same, but also because God remains the same yesterday, 
today, and torever, ever rewarding and punishing according 
to his unchanging justice. Since they saw the matter of 
history to be chietly concerned with the rise and fall of 
nations, the inevitable conclusion in regard to historical 
methods was as stated by Thomas Blundeville. Has touching 
the providence ot God, we have to note tor what causes and 
by what meanes hee overthroweth one kingdom & settetll up 
an other.,,4 
Yet they saw that history also dealt with men as 
the doers of deeds which were recorded in history and which 
determined the tate ot nations. Kings might learn inbistory. 
theretore, not only the lessons concerning how to govern 
their kingdom, but more important the lessons concerning 
their own dependence upon God and the misery of his venge-
ance. Nobles and private men could learn how to gain the 
4Thomas Blundeville, ~ Order ~ Method ~ Writing 
~ Readiga Histories. Reprinted in Huntington Library 
9uarterll. III, 165. 
4 
rewards and escape the punishments appointed by God. 
What occurred in the late sixteenth and early seven-
teenth centuries was a shift, ever so slowly, yet ever so 
perceptively, fram the view of history as a teacher of morals 
to a teacher of wisdom, in particular political wisdom. From 
being a repertory ot sins punished, it became a storehouse ot 
historical parallels. While Raleigh's Historl !! !!! World 
can be called the archetype of all the moralizing histories 
of the seventeenth century or Bacon's HenrI!!! an outstand-
ing example ot history written for its political utility, in 
most historical writing of the period these various purposes 
of history were combined or perhaps confused, as the case 
might be. 
It can be said that this shift in emphasis was in part 
caused by the influence and example of Italian historians. B,y 
1579 the Historl !! Italy of Francesco Guicciardini had been 
traDalated into English, followed by Machiavelli's History !! 
Florence in 1595. Francis Bacon was very much under this 
Italian influence when he wrote '~e are much beholden to 
Machiavelli and other writers of that class who openly and 
unfeignedly declare or describe what men do, and not what they 
ought to do. u5 What this expressed was a desire to see 
Shanci. Bacon, The Worka of Francis Bacon, ed. Jame. 
Spedding et ale (Londo~ IiiO), V, 17. Hereatter cited as Work •• 
--
historical characters a. true to lite a. possible, 80 that 
les.ons could be learned trom their actions which were 
relevant to the life now rather than the hereafter. 
This in turn brought about a change in what consti-
tuted a historical tact, what were historical sources, what 
was a historical cause. It was felt that tacta should be 
more copious and more authentic. God would still remain the 
first cause ot human events, but more stress was now laid on 
the secondary causes, the acts of men. Facts, to a writer 
of a medieval chronicle, were what he saw and heard about, 
a rew documents which were given circulation through copie., 
e.g •• Ma,na Carta. tile charters of his raonastery or the 
privileges ot his town, and wt.at he !'ead in the works of hi. 
predecessors. EVen at the close at the sixteenth century 
historians still reported wh.at they hl1ard from influential 
friends as though it were f'lCts as well as opinion; much of 
}fhat was in the chronicles was still accepted, but there was 
a tendency to play do~m the mi:O:'aculous element in the narra-
tives. Perhaps the most important trand of this till1e was 
the increasing use that was made of state papers, the rocord. 
of the law courts and local archives. 6 It is true that ace e •• 
°Levi Fox, @nelien Historical Scholar.hip. !! !!! 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centurie. (London, 1956). 
, --- ~~~~~-
6 
to state papers was dependent on the tavor ot a high otti-
cial - Camden was granted the use ot them by Lord Burghley -
or on the courtesy of a great record collector such as 
Robert Cotton. It should be noted that however big the 
gapa, however uncritical the assumption that any document 
in an archive represented the truth rather than a meana ot 
getting at the truth, the work ot the writers ot the late 
sixteenth century and ot the early seventeenth century 
eatablished as a principle of English historiography that 
documents and not secondary authorities are the .ssential 
foundation of reliable history. 
CIUPTER II 
WHY HISTORY WAS READ 
During this period the demand for histories incr.~sed 
not only among the nobility and gentry but also among the 
middle class, especially in cosmopolitan London. l Gradually 
history was being introduced into the schools. 2 By 1622 
William Camden had founded a chair of history at Oxford of 
which the first occupant was Degory Wheare (1573-1647), whose 
published lectures on the study ot history, De Ratione et 
- -
Methodo Legendi Historiaa (1623), became a standard work on 
historical writing and thought and remained so well into the 
3 
eighteenth century. 
All the literate social classes were interested in 
history. Thomas Blundeville's The True order and Methode ot 
---- - ..... 
lLouis B. Wright, Middle-Class Culture in Elizabethan 
England (Chapel Bill, 1935). --
2 W. H. Woodward, Studies in Education durins !!! ~ 
!! !!! Renaissance (Cambridge, 1906). 
3 Degory Wheare, 1h! Method ~ Order ~ Readins ~ 
Civil and Ecclesiastical Histories, in which the most Excel-
!!!!! uI8"i'oriana !!:!. Reduced !!!!2 the Order !!! WhiC'iithey !!:! 
Successively to be Read; and the Ju ents of Learned Men, 
concernt!' eaCh i! them, SUbjOIitd London,-r694), traD8:iated 
by Edmund Bohl.8l. 
7 
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wryting !2a reading Histories, according 12 !!! precepts ~ 
Francisco Patrico, !22 Accontio Tridentio • • • !!! torth !! 
.2!!:!: vulsar Bpeach, !2.!!!!. great proti te !!!!! cOlllllodi tye ~ !!! 
those !2!! delight !! ffystories,4 was the direct outgrowth ot 
an enthusiasm tor the study ot history on the part of an 
important group ot men at court who had come to appreciate 
the value ot historical learning. Indeed the great Lord 
Burghley actively encouraged historiography by requesting 
Camden to write a history ot the reign ot Elizabeth and he 
even opened his own papers to Camden for the purpose. Both 
Sir Walter Raleigh and Sir Francis Bacon were courtiers, 
though out of tavor at the time they wrote their histories. 
Perhaps the most noticeable increase ot interest in history 
occurred among the rising bourgeoisie who saw that the read-
ing ot history needed no apology. Even the sternest Puritan 
was impressed with the respectable example. ot virtue and 
vice to be gleaned in the annals ot the pawt. 5 This is seen 
in the polite conduct or better-teJ'llled tthow-to-be-a-gentle. 
man" books which became popular during this period such as 
4 Reprinted in Huntinlton Library Quarterly, III, 149-
170. 
5Louis B. Wright, "The Elizabethan Middle-Class Taste 
tor History," I!!! Journal ~ Modern History, III, 175-197. 
9 
the anonymous !!!. Institution .2! .! Gentleman (1368); James 
Cleland's Institution!! .! younge noble!!! (1607); Richard 
Brathwaite's .I!!! Scholler's Medley, Qt, ..e Intermixt Discourse 
Upon Historical !!! Poetical Relation~ (1614), which he 
enlarged and issued again in 1638 under the title! Survey .2! 
History,2£" ! Nursery!2£. Gentry' and Henry Peacham's .I!!! 
Compleat Gent1eaan (1622). These appealed to the ambitious 
middle-class families, and probably to many others whose 
gentility was recent • 
.I!!! Institution!! .! .;;G;.;;e,;;;n;.;;t,;;;l.;;;em;;;;;;an;;. (London, 1368) having 
considerably preceded the publication of Cleland, Brathwaite, 
and Peacham, is presumed to be the earliest English treatise 
on the subject. The anonymous author states that "there can 
be nothing more meete for gentlemen than the reading of 
histories;" he also calls it Ifa most excellent and laudable 
exercise," most profitable tor younge men to "learn the right 
institucion ot their 1ives. n6 Cleland's Institution is a 
work on the education of a young gentleman. giving advice on 
how to choose a tutor and then proceeding to tell the tutor 
what and how to teach the various subjects. Ot history he 
says. 
6 In the chapter "To reade Bystories; and to avoid 
Idleness," no pagination. 
10 
For histories sho\v hill Scipio's and Alexander's 
continencie; of Deciue, Curtiua and Thrasibulus love 
towards their countrie: and such where ot hee may 
learne good lessons, in making the application to 
himselt.? 
They are deecia and not words, which the Pupil 
should have for the cheife object and subject in 
that study. The tutor should rather intorme him 
how to imitate the person described, then the 
describer, it his actions be worthy, otherwise howe 
hee should shuone them, least tale into the errors. 8 
Tutors should not so much busie their braine. to 
cause their Pupils to conceave and retain the date 
of Carthage, her ruine and destruction, as to tel 
them ot 8ic120 & Hannibala manner, and valiant ex-
plots, in both sidesl nether should they be so curi-
ous ot the place wher Mariellua died, as ot the 
reason hee died. 9 
Brathwaite dealt with the educational benetits of history. 
In his !!!!. Schollers Medley he insists that Ita good Historian 
will alwaies expresse the actions of good men with an Empha-
ais, to Bollicite the Reader to the aftecting the like Ileanes, 
1110 
whereby hee may attaine the like end. In his A Survey!! 
1 James Cleland, Institution ~ ~ Younge Noble ~ 
(Oxford, 1601), 14. 
8 Ibid., 8:5. 
-
9 Ibid., 84. 
-
lORichard Brathwaite, !h!. ScbollersMedley (London, 
1614), 6. Cited in Wright, Middle Clas. Culture etc., 299. 
Brathwaite (1588-1613) attended Oriel College, Oxtord, and 
studied law at Cambridge and the Inns of Court. 
11 
llistof,l he goes on to say that Itthe true use and scope ot all 
Hiatol'ies ought to tend to no other purpose, than a t.rue 
Narration of what 1s done, or hath been atchieved either in 
l"'orraigne or Domesticke altai res ; with a modest application 
(tor present use) to caution us in things offensive and excite 
us to the management of employments in themselves generous, 
and1lOrthy imitation."ll Brathwaite had great faith in the 
benefits of history ranging from the disciplining of soldier. 
12 to the curing of drWlkartls. 
Ifenry Peacham (1576-1643), graduate of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, lived in London where he tutored young men prepar-
ing for the University. lIe was tutor to the three sons of 
Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, for whose youngest son \'.'il11am 
13 he wrote lh! Complete Gentleman. It is a quaint medley of 
Peacham's own interests, including fishing, projected as a 
plan for the proper education of a young gentleman. Peacham 
felt that a gentleaan should have some acquaintance with his-
tory and proceeded to recommend Camden's Britann1a and Selden's 
llRichard Brathwaite, ! Survey ~ History etc., (~ondon. 
1638), 1. 
12Ibid., 395. 
-
13 Henry Peacham, I!!!. Complete Gentleman (London, 1622). 
It went through four editions by 1634. 
12 
Aneleeton Anglo-Britannion as the best introductory works on 
British history. 
All these detenses of history go back to the funda-
mental assumption of th~ usefulness of knowledge. History 
was perhaps one of the most prized fields of learning in 
this period because it seemed the most immediately useful. 
A catalogue of what one could learn from history would have 
to include. morals, virtue, patriotism, statecraft, prudenoe, 
wi.dOll and truth. Bistory eould tame the Irish, cure drunk-
eanes8, help the insane. ODe could rise in the world through 
a knowledge ot the providence ot God in history. Both the 
Crown and Parliament knew the propaganda value ot history. 
The uses ot h1Btory were almost AS variou8 as the uader.tand-
inp of men. 
CHAPTER III 
THE TYPES OF HISTORIES RlW> 
The taste in historical reading was varied, but by 
tar the most popular form, especially among the Middle-
Clasa.were the chronicles. It is significant ot the middle-
class interest in chronicle-history that the two most impor-
tant and prolific writers of the last half of the sixteenth 
century were both trade .. en who retained their connection. 
with trade as long as they lived. Richard Gratton (d. 1572), 
printer and prosperous member of the great Grocer's Company, 
and John Stow (1525-1605), more learned if less prosperous, 
a member ot the Merchant Taylor's Company, throughout their 
industrious lives were rivals in the craft of setting forth 
the glory of England. Each abused the other tor inaccuracy. 
but both were imbued with the same zeal to make available to 
commonalty a record of England's fame. Grafton's A! Abridge-
!!2! 2! lh! Chronicles ~ Ensland ran five editions between 
1562 and 1572, Stow's! Summarie 2! Enslysche Chronicles ran 
fourteen editions between 1565 and 1618, while his more 
expanded Chronicles !! Ensland !£2! Brute ~ !!!! present 
yeare ~ went through eight editions by 1631. 
Grafton began his career as a chronicler in 1543 by 
13 
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publishing tor the tirst time Hardyng's Chronicle. l The 
printer added a dedication in verse to Thomas, Duke ot 
Nortolk, a pretace in verse, and a continuation in prose 
trom the beginning ot Edward IV's reign, where Hardyng 
stopped, to the year ot publication. Stow, a severe critic 
ot allot Gratton'. original writing, declared in his 
Summarie (1570>,2 that Gratton's Hardyng dittered entirely 
trom a manuscript copy ot Hardyng in his possession. Gratton 
replied in his Abridgement (1570>,3 that Hardyng had doubt-
less written more chronicles than one. A more important 
service was rendered by the printer in 1548, when he reis-
sued lIall fS Union .2! !!!.! !!.2 Noble !!!!! Illustre FamiU.ea .2! 
Lancastre !!! Yorke. This valuable work was tirst printed 
by Berthelet in 1542; there the chronicle ceased in 1532. 
Hall died in 1547, and in the next year Gratton brought out 
his edition, carrying the record down to the death ot Henry 
VIII. Stow charged Gratton with mangling Hall's chronicle, 
1Richard Gratton, !2! Chronicle 2! ~ Harding 
(London, 1543). 
2 John Stow, ! Summarie .2! Englysche Chronicles 
(London, 1570). 
:5 Richard Gratton, Abridgement .2! !h! Chronicles 2! 
mnglande (London, 1570). 
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and Grafton replied that he was a friend of luul and only 
changed his obscure phrases into clear language. Gratton 
reissued Hall with a new preface in 1550. After he had 
retired from business as a printer Gratton wrote his first 
original work, Abridg~lent ~ !h! Chronicles ~ England, 
which he dedicated to Lord Robert Dudley. In the dedica-
tory address (dated 1562) Gratton explained that he was 
moved to compile the book because he had seen a very inac-
clwate work bearing the same title already in circulation. 
This censure was doubtleBs aimed at Stow's Summarie of 
-
Egglysche Chronicles also dedicated to Dudley. nle earliest 
edition of Stow's Summarie now extwlt is 1365; but there ia 
doubtless an earlier edition. In 1565 Grafton issued his 
l-lanue11 .2! !!!! Chronicles ~ England, dedicated to the 
stationer's Company_ In the preface he explains that book 
is an abridgment of his earlier volume which had been im-
prudently plagiarized. Stow repliedat length in anewedition 
of his Summarie (1570), and sought to convict Gratton ot 
gross ignorance and of garbling Hardyng and Uall. Gratton 
vindicated himselt in the pretace to a new edition ot his 
original work, Abridgement (1570). 
The works of Gratton and Stow alone attest to the 
popularity ot epitomes during this period. In addition one 
16 
of the best known of the early chronicle abridgements was 
one begun by Thomas Lanfluet and finislled by Thomas Cooper 
(1517-1592) in 1549. Later editions of this appeared in 
1560 and 1565 under the title Cooperts Chronic1e. 4 A work 
alTanged for ready reference was Saturni ¥phemerides !!!! 
Tabula Historico-ChronoloGica by Henry Isaacson5 (1581-
1654). It was as the name otates a table with the countries 
arranged in v(Jrtical columns and the years in horizontal 
lines. It must be stated, however, that although chronicles 
and epitomes were popular, they were not without their 
critics. mdmund Dolton makes a disparaging comment on them 
in his lqpercritica, characterizing them as t~ast vulgar 
Tomes for the most part by the husbandry of Printers, and 
not by appointMent of the Prince or Authori ty of the CORIIlon-
weal • .,6 
The cOlmIlon opinion th.at history was a teacher of 
4Thomas Cooper, Cooper's Chronicle (London, 1560). 
SHenry Isaacson, Saturn! Eehemerides !!!! Tabula 
I1istorico-Chrono1ogica (London, 1633). 
6 li:dmund Bolton, llzpercri tica, ~t ! B!!!.! .2! Judgement 
!2t Writ!n, 2£ ~eadinl 2!t Historie •• Reprinted!! i2!! !!! 
Spin,arn, Critical Ess&s !! .lli !!!!! Centm 'Oxford, 1908), 
I, 97-98. 
17 
moral living through examples was the direct inspiration for 
such works as the extremely popular l-lirror !2!: Hagistratea. 7 
This was a collection of stories from English history told 
in verse. each of which (tescribed the catastrophe that over-
came some great man because of excessive pride. alllbitiou. or 
downright wickedness. Such a compendiwn of lines was bound 
to have, £md this one definitely did have, an enormous in-
fluence on latel' biographical-historical works. NCl': editions 
or z't:>1ssues continued to appear at fairly regular intervals 
between 1559 and 1620. lJlother example of the moralizing 
writ~r was George {nletstone (1544-1587), a Londoner, who 
wrote Ih! &111i8h f.iyrror. ! Regl.\rd Wherein & estates !2!l. 
behold !h!. Conguests S!.!~; contl;'..iniru; ruine .2! common 
weales, ..,m ... ur ...... th_t:.-'r .. .2! Princes, causes !l! heresies, !!!!! !!! .!!! 
!&!!. spoile S!.! divine ~ human b1essiass • • • 4 worke 
safely. !mll necessarie !2. 2.! ~ !!l. every ,ood sUbJect.8 
The first division of the work treats of miscellaneous inoi-
dents in toreign history, the second division treats of the 
7Mirror !! Masistrates (London. 1375). For a longer 
disoussion confer Lily Campbell, Tudor Conceptions of History 
~ Tryeely !!l H:1 ~1irror .2! J.lyistratesh (Berkeley,1936). 
8 George Whetstone, l!! English MYrror (London, 1586). 
18 
reign of the Tudors in England &ld supplies much interesting 
detail respecting recent conspiracies against Elizabeth; the 
third division discus.es the duties of rulers and the tunc-
tions performed in a well regulated state by the nobility, 
the clergy, the yeOOtanry, and officers of Justice. Examples 
were drawn trom the whole of history to show the dangers of 
envy, which included political crimes. And trom English 
history he ShtlWB the inevitable end of traitors and the 
succeuses which tollow rulers who put down rebellions and 
establish peace. 
Indeed the lives of traitors were a popular genre of 
history. Examples were held up to the public by Thomas Lodge 
(1558-1625), son of the Lord Mayor ot London and a later 
William L!9Ibeard t !h! !2!! famous ~ witty §sali8h Traitor, 
29m! !!l the &i!tt £! London. ~\ccompanied!!!!! mwe other 
!!2!! Rleasant !!.!.!! prettie histories (1593),9 which besides 
Longbeard contained the stories of pirates and. other malefac-
tors. Thomu Gainstord (d. 1624) brought out!,!!! II:!!! !9!! 
Wonderful History !! Perkin Warbeck, Proola1a191 him.elt 
9ThOllla Lodge, !!!. L&te !!!!! Death !! William 
Lon,beard. Reprinted London, 1866. 
19 
Richard the fourth in which he warned against "such tacinor-
----- -- ----
OU8 attempts, breaking out to finde fault with men in 
authority, and audacious inuections against the government_"lO 
" Ii ttle later Henry Peacham, drawing examples mainly from 
'taman histl)ry illustrated the evil and ot traitors in .!'h! 
~t! 2! ill ~ ~ubj-t~t~ !g ~i£ ~: !! ~12 !.'l!!!: 
~ati..!! £~unt:rz" !!! 1!!.! ~ ~~~r ... i ty ~ danger. ~!!.!!!! 
"l~,,!orable !.!.~.1l!!! !! lli mi.~erabl~ .!!!!! !! p.~rfi.dio.!!! 
Tra:J. tors. ,,11 
---
These lives of trai torSW1tN but a part of the histo-
ries written by Englishmen about England, for En~lishmen 
were primarily fascinated with themselves and historians were 
enco,~a~ed to devote themselves to their own country, and to 
its archive~. John Clapham wrote in the preface of his 
~~ ~ England that "there iA no Hi.torie so fitte tor 
1i:nglishman as the very Historie of tiilgland •• ,12 Brathwaite 
echoed this in !!!! F:nftlish Gentleman - 'tthere is no History 
IOThomas Gainsford, The True and Wonderful History £! 
Perkin Warbeck (London, l6lSr;-SIgD: A2 • 
IlBenry Peacham, !h! Duty 2! ~ ~ Subjects !2 
Their King (London, 1638). 
12 John Clapham, !!!! History; .2! England, !h!. first 
~ (London. 1602). Sign. ~ recto. 
more usefull, or relation more needful tor any Gentleman, 
thnn our owne Jfoderne Chronicles. "13 The Entlishlnan '8 desire 
to know about his native England had been whetted in leS6 
.'hen William Camden published his Britannia,14 a historical 
. 
reconstruction or the topography ot Roman and Anglo-Saxon 
Britain, though he went further than this and carried his 
investigations through the Danish and Norman conquests. At 
tho urging ot I,ord Rurghl ey, who gave him access to state 
pnpers, he worked on a hietory of the reign ot Queen Eliza-
beth which he published under the title ot Annales Rerum 
Mf:H.enrum !! Hibcrnicarum !iPRlante Elizebe.!!t..! (1615). HS 
This work was highly praised by John Selden, who considered 
the ,,\Dnales and Bacon's HistoriE' 2!. ~ !!!!:~ !!!. KinG. "enrl 
the Seventh (lR22)16 as the only two serious works of En~li.h 
-----
history up to his day. Other popular works on Bnr.land were 
Clapham's two-part !!!! I1istorie !!! England !!!!. first ~ 
13Riohard Brathwaite, The I;yclish Gentleman (London, 
1630), 218. 
14William Camden. Britannia (London, 1586). 
15Williftm Camden, tLnale~ R.r~ Anglicargm ~ Bibemi-
car ... Resnant. &ltzabetha London, 1615). 
16Franci& Bacon, !h! Hietorie !! !h!. rail!! .2! KinS 
Henry l!! BeY.nth (London, 1622). 
:':1 
(1602) Wld Th~ Historic .2! Great Brit!Wlie (1606);17 The 
li1storl £! Great Britain. (1611)18 by John Speed is another 
oxample of these surveys au a national scale. On the local 
19 level, perhaps John Stow's ~urvet s! London was the moat 
widely read. 
liUgli.hJ.r.eu, however, wore uot only intereated in their 
0\,\11 hiatol'Y, but ·ancient lU.::.tory and thu contemporary history 
of other couutries had au audience. Some of these works were 
\.\T1tton by Englishmen thouch mauy of th~ were translations 
of !orui.n hi.tories, ca~ocially l~, French, and Italian 
works. ThOlJU\l$ Nicolls,20 Nicolas Howard,21 Thomas 
1780th .ere published in LondOR. 
l8John Speed, !!ist,or.l, ~ Great Britain. (Loudon, 1611). 
Thi. won .speed the diatillOtion 01 beine te .. cd the tirst real 
historian in the modern sense. Instead of writiftg a chronicle 
or ... pilla, annale, he achieved a tlowiac narratiye which 
was strengthened by the US8 of unpublished document. and 
which lave tull ered1t to hi. predece .. ore even whea repeatine 
their errora. 
19John StOlfI ,Sul"Vex !! Londca (London, 1603). 
2OTh• as Nioolla, The aye.oa ... 1 ttona !!l: 1bucid1d.! • 
translated out. ot Prence into the I'I1sll.h Iguy. !!l Th .. e 
lUcoli. a tiUi'n!!!V! Go14ii!idi'"'i! London (London, 1550 , • 
alNicolaa Howard • .4 Briel Chroniole, where in are de.-
cribed !hortlye the Orllinall, and the successive e8ia~o;--
!h! ~De weale;eublio • :. TLOndOft. 1564). --
• • 
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Fort.scue,22 Edmund Bolton,23 and Thomaa North24 were but a few 
of the translators of ancient hiatory out of the Latin or 
French editions. They felt an obligation to make historical 
work. available to the c .. on man (i. e. middle-class )25 .. 
Fortescue declared in his preface that ~o profite never the-
leas generally, w .. my de.ire, but chiefely the 1 .... learned 
' ..... 26 Robert Baa.et took upon himself the task of writing 
!b! Live. s! all l!! !elan IBperors27 fra. the original 
sources. Many of the Oeneral or Universal Histories began 
22 Thom .. Fortescue, The Foreste or Collection of 
Histories, !2!!!! profitabl~ pleasant ~ necesi&rie, 
doo.n out of Frenche into In,lish !!l Thoma! Portescue 
(London;-1371J. ----
23ldmund Bolton, The Roaan Histories of Lucius Julius 
Flororus ••• (London, 1618). --
24Thomaa North, The Lives of the Noble Grecians" 
-- -- -Romans (London, 1676). 
25 Louis Wright, "Translations For the Elizabethan 
Middle Clas.," l!!!. Librm. XIII, 312-331. Wright points out 
that among the many evidences of fervent nationali.. which 
burned in 1Dg1and in the sixteenth and early seventeenth cen-
turies was the recurring .. pha.ia on the pre-eminence of the 
Inglish tongue as a medium for literary expression. Bence we 
find many translations avowedly made to reach the common man. 
26 Forteacue, !!!!. Forestet 8ign_ .It.4 veno. 
27 Robert Baaset, I!!! Lives .2! !!! !!!! Ra.an .pero£! 
(London, 1636). 
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with Creation and some such as Raleigh's History ~ !!! World 
never got beyond ancient history in spite of their impressive 
titles. The contemporary history of other countries also 
had some following, at least among the governing classes, 
especially the history of Italy. Francesco Guicciardini's 
History ~ Italy was translated into English in 1579, and in 
1595 Thomas Bedingfield (d. 1613) did the same to Machia-
velli's History ~ Florence,28 both of which were to play an 
important part in the evolution of historiography during the 
period. Traditional English interest in the Low Countries was 
fed by Thomas Churchyard's translation of limanuell Meteranus' 
A ~ Discourse Historical, ~ !!! Bucceedigs Governors !! 
!!! Netherlands ~ !!! civill warres there begun ~ !!! yeere 
1565. 29 The Near East was presented by Richard Knolles (1545-
1610) in his ~ General historie !!!!! .Tur ... k_e_s,30 which went 
through five editions between 1603 and 1638; and by Thomas 
Gainsfield's Historie of =Tr~eb.i_z_o_n_d_3l which is a collection of ..................... iiiiooiiio __ 
28 Thomas Bedingfield, Florentine IUstory (London, 1595). 
29 Thomas Churchyard, A True Discourse Historical, etc. 
--(London, 1602). 
30Richard Knolles, The General historie of the Turkes 
(London, 1603). --- -- ---
31Thomas Gainsfield, Bistorie ~ Trebizond (London, 
1616). 
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romantic stories of the area. 
In this sea of historical writing Church lfistory was 
not forgotten. One of the early truly scientific works of 
history was John Seldenls (1584-1658) Ie! Historie .2! .-Ti;;;;,.t;o;;h_e.-,s;32 
this work caused a furor with its denial of divine law in 
tithing and it was suppressed. Sir Henry Spelman (1564-1641) 
in his most important work Concilia, decreta, leges, consti-
tutionea in re ecclesiarum orbis britannici33 attempted to 
--
place English alureh History on the basis of genuine docu-
ments. As there were then factions in the Church of England, 
this found reflection in its historians, from rabid Anglicans 
such a. Peter Heylyn (1600-1662). the author of History .2! 
!h! Sabbath.34 in which he attacked the Sabbatarians as having 
deceived themselves and others, to the mild Anglicanism of 
Thoma. FUller (1608-1661), among who •• many ecclesiastical 
35 histories is !h!. Historie .2! lli Holy Warre. The Catholics 
32JOhn Selden, The Historie of Tithes (London. 1618). 
--- -- ------
33 Henry Spelman. Concilia, decreta, leges, constitu-
tione. ~ ~ .ec_c.l.e.s.i.ar . um_ orbis Britannici (London, 1634). 
1636) • 
34 Peter Heylyn. The Historie of the Sabbath (London, _ T ___ ___ 
35ThOlllas Fuller, !!!!. Distorie .2! !!!! Holl \farre 
(London, 1639). Fuller flourished as a Church Historian after 
our period. 
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in Douay were also publishillb Church Histories at England. 
Nicolas l~sfeld (1519-1579) put out Historia Anglicana 
Ecclesiastica36 which had a subscript by Edmund Campion. 
Richard Broughton (d. 1635), one-time secretary to the lmch-
ess of Buckingham, dedicated to her and her mother, the 
Countess of Hutland, his The Ecclesiastical Historie of Great 
- - .=. ............ 
37 Britaine deduced £t ~~ Centenaries. But as a writer 
he was dull, laborious, inaccurate and credulous to a degree 
rare even for the age in which he lived. 
Wide and varied were the reading tastes of our period 
from the ancient chronicles to the most current of problems, 
from the history ot persons to that of places and things, 
from the secular to the sacred. The lmglishman of this period 
who could read. and it was a literate age, read history as 
the number of histories of all sorts and their many editions 
testify. 
36 Nicolas Harpsfeld, Historia Anslicana Ecclesiastica, 
edited by Richard Gibbons (Douay, 1622). 
37 IU-chard Broughton, The Ecclesiastical lIistorie ot 
Great Britain. deduced ~ age...-and centenaries (Douay, 1633). 
CHAPTER IV 
THE OFFICE OF THE HISTORIAN 
Having seen the many forms ot historical writings 
popular during the period one can ask how did the historian 
view his office, how did he approach his subject1 Robert 
Bol ton in his Hypercri tica, .!!:. .! !:.!!!!. !!! Judgement m 
writing ~ reading ~ Histories (1618) SUBS up the attitudes 
towards the historical writing ot h.is day. ttChristian 
Authors," he noted, "while for their ease they shuffled up 
the reasons of the events, in briefly referring all callses 
imm<:;diately to the Will of God, have generally neglected to 
inform the Readers in the ordinary means of carriage in 
human affairs, and thereby singulat'ly maimed their narratiou ... l 
In another place he writes" ••• he who relatea events with-
out the Premisses and Circumstances deserves not the name of 
2 
an llistorian." Bolton goes 011 to admonish the historian 
that in writing a history he bears a fourfold person and there-
by has a fourfold duty: 
lSolton. Hypercritica, &5. 
2 Ibid., 84. 
-
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I. As a Christian Cosmopolite, to discover God's 
Assistances, Disappointments, and Overruling in huaan 
affairs, as he is Rensibly conversant in the Actions 
of men; to establish the just Fear of his celestial 
Majesty against Atheists and Voluptuaries, for the 
general good of mankind and the World. 
II. As a Christian Patriot, to disclose the 
Causes and Authors of thy Countries good or evil, to 
establish thereby the lawful Liberty of Nations. 
III. As a Christian Subject, to observe to the 
Reader the benefit of Obedience and Damage of Rebel-
lions; to establish thereby the regular authority of 
Monarchs and Peoples Safety. 
IV. As a Christian Paterfamilias, so to order thy 
Studies, that though neglect not thy private, because 
the publick hath few real Friends; and Labours of this 
noble Nature are fitter to get ReDown than Riches, 
which they will need not amplyfy.~ 
'l'his was an advance beyond Sir .ralter Raleigh, who in 
his liistory !!! lli World (1614) saw the first duty of tile 
historian as noting God's judgments, history being the narra-
tion of itactions which were memorable. ,,4 'Iihe historian had 
as his obligation to describe great public events and the 
actors who took part in them. Raleigh had an overall provi-
dential interpretation of history in which the prime cause 
was all important and secondary causes were of minor import. 
Richard Brathwaite, discussing the qualities of a 
good historian in his ~ Survey ~ History, strE:ssed the need 
3Ibid., 114-115. 
-
4Raleigh, History !! !!! World, preface, no pagination. 
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ot honesty in a historian. 
He will write but upon singular Grounds, reasons 
impregnable: conferring with the best to make his 
narrations confirmed of the best: I1ee writes the 
stories of Princes truely, without concealing 
their errors (by way of silencing them) or comment 
upon a History, Annexing to it an unnecessary 
glosse. He will not be so engaged to any, as that 
he will bee restrained of his Scope; or so counter-
manded, as that he must of necessity illustrate 5 
vice; vertue cam)ot passe without her character. 
This seems to speak of the need of research, but not all 
thought this way. Bacon saw the office of the historian as 
being connected with understanding the philosophical end, or 
purpose, of history rather than that of being engaged in 
research. It seemed to him that historians would have to 
become philosophers. An historian was an interpreter of 
facts rather than a gatherer of facts. Bacon made this dis-
tinction sharply in his work the Parascenel 
For as much as relates to the work itself of the 
intellect, I shall perhaps be able to mast~r that 
by myself; but the materials on which the intellect 
has to work are so widely spread. that one must em-
ploy factors and merchants to go everywhere in it 
to be some\\,.-hat beneath the dignity of an undertaking 
like mine that I should spend my own time in a 
matter which is open to almost everyman's industry. 
That however which is the main part of the matter 
I will myself now supply by diligently and exactly 
setting forth the method and description of a history 
of this kind, such as shall satisfy my intention. 6 
5 Bratbwaite, ! Survey!! History, 21. 
6 Works. IV, 251. 
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Whether one is an interpreter or a gatherer of facts, 
he is confronted with the problem of how to define the genera 
and species ot histories. It might be a simple distinction 
between "history" and "lives" such as faced Amyot: nThe one, 
which setteth do~~ mens doings and adventure at length, is 
called by the common name of an History. The other, which 
declareth their natures, sayings and manners, is properly 
7 
named their Lives. 'I A. larger schema was given by Peter 
Heylyn in his Cosmographie containing !h! chorograESl ~ 
Historic .2.! .!.ht World when he distinguished history proper 
trom its sources on the basis of form: 
First commentaries set down only a naked con-
tinuance ot bYents and Actions, without Motives 
and designs, the Counsells, Speeches, Occasions 
and Pretexts of business. 
For Annals next they are a bear recitall only 
of the Actions happening every year, without regard 
had to causes tuld Pretexts, of any of the Chief 
Ingredients required in History. 
But Diaries or Journals as the name imports, 
containing the action of each day. 
Last of all, for Chronologies they are only 
bare suputations of times, with some brief touch 
upon the Actions therein hapning. 
Out of these four as out of the tour Elements, 
the Quintessence of History is extracted: borrowing 
from Annals time, trom Diaries and Commentaries 
matter, from Cr~onologies consent ot time and 
7 Myot. Lives, Uto the reader,1f no pagination. 
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co-etanity of Princes; and thereto adding of her 
own all such other Ornaments in which these four 
are found defective.8 
Others sought to divide history according to subject 
matter; Degory \t'heare, Camden professor of history at Oxford, 
set forth a three-part division: Divine which treats of "God 
and Divine things;" Natural which treats "Naturals and then 
Causes;" and Human which relates the "actions of man as 
living in Society.u Hwuan is divided again into Political or 
Civil and Ecclesiastical. They in turn could be either Uni-
versal, presenting the actions of all, or Particular, 
presenting one people. or city, or commonwealth. 9 In the 
same year in which "neare published his lect\~es (16~3) Sir 
~rMtcis Bacon wrote B! Diinitate !! Augmentis Scientiarum 
and put forth a similar yet more complete division of history, 
which is still quite useful. 
Bacon divided history into Natural, which treats the 
deeds aIHl works of. nature, llnd Civil v.-hicb treats those of 
men. Civil history is then <1ivided into three species: 
first, Sacred or Dcclesiastical; next, that called Civil 
History proper; and lastly, the flistory of Learning and the 
8 Peter Heylyn, Cosmographie (London. 1652). 21. 
9wheare. I!!!. Method ~ Ordez' .!! Readinl ••• 
Hietories, 16. 
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Arts. Civil History, properly so called, is pre-eminent 
among human writing in dignity and authority. It in turn 1. 
divided into ti~ee kinds ~ Memorials, Antiquities, and Perfect 
History. Memorials are history unfinished, or the first rouch 
drafts ot history such as Commentaries and Registers; Antiqui-
ties are the remnants of histories ~vhioh have escaped the 
shipwreck of time. Perf.at History in turn is divided into 
three kinds - Chronicles or Annals; Lives; Narrations or 
Relations. ~Of these the first excels in ~stimation and 
glory; the second, in profit and e~~plos; and the third in 
verity and sincerity." Distory Icolesiustical receives nearly 
the same divisions as History Civil; for there are .Ecclesiasti-
cal Chronicles; there are Lives ot the Fathers; there are 
Relations ot Synods. But in itself it is properly divided 
into History Ecclesiastical, Histor.y of Prophecy, and History 
ot Divine Judgment or Providence. The ftistOl'Y of I,earning 
and the Arts wh.ich tills out the division ot History is cited 
as a lacWla. lO 
Bacon considered history as one ot the three major 
divisions ot human learning. He divided all human learning 
into poetry, history, and ph11osoptQ~. which were ruled over 
l°Beacon, Works. IV, 304. 
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by the three faculties of imagination, 
LOYOLA 
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ing respectively. By saying that memory presides over history 
Bacon is in reality saying that the essential work of history 
is to recall and record the past in its facts as they actually 
happened. This negated two popular errors of the period 
concerning history: 1) that the historian could foreknow the 
future; 2) that the historian's main task was to detect a 
divine plan running through events, the facts. Now the facts 
themselves were important. 
Although this definition of history had freed it from 
the errors of medieval historical thought, a problem still 
remained. The rediscovery of the past was now the program of 
history, yet it lacked the methods or principles by which this 
program could be carried out. R. G. Collingwood in The Idea 
--
!! History criticized Bacon along these lines: 
Bacon's definition of history as the realm of memory 
was wrong, because the past only requires historical 
investigation so tar as it is not remembered. If it 
could be remembered. there would be no need of his-
torians. Bacon's own contemporary Camden was already 
at work in the best Renaissance tradition on the 
topography and archaeology of Britain, showing how 
unremembered history could be reconstructed from data 
somewhat as, at the same time, natural scientists were 
using data as the basi. of scientific thesis. The 
question how the historian's understanding works to 
supplement the deficiencies of his memory was a question 
that Bacon never asked. ll 
llR. G. Collingwood, I2! !!!! !! Histo!y (New York, 
1956), 58. 
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Be that as it may Bacon's work was a major step in the devel-
opment ot English historiography. The move trom pious 
conjecture to hard tacts, from history as a teacher of morals 
to history as a teacher of wisdom. especially political wis-
dom, can look to Bacon as ODe of its main watersheds. 
CHoAPTER V 
HISTORY SUN AS A ItANDBOOK FOR STATESMEN 
AND ITS EFFECT ON HISTORIOGRAPHY 
In the historical evolution of the period, one emerg-
ing tact was that history was being seen as a handbook tor 
stateamen. This was partially due to the Renaissance con-
sciousness of the State as an entitYI and this in turn 
implied the conception of a science ot statecraft, a science 
which would draw its data from the records and examples of 
history. Such a practical as opposed to a moral purpose is 
evident in the tirst separately printed treatise in English 
on the philosophy ot history, Thomas Blunderville's True 
-
Order ~ Method !! Writins ~ Readins Histories (1314), an 
adaptation and an abridgement of two tracts in Italian. 
Encouraged by Court officials he tinished the work and dedi· 
cated it to the Earl ot Leicester: 
Knowynge youre Honol' amongst other your good 
delyghtes, to delyght most. in reading Qystories, 
the true Image and portrature of mans lyte and 
that not as many doe, to pass. away the tyme, but 
to gather there of such indgement and knowledge 
as you may thereby be the more able, as well to 
direct your private actions, as to give Counsell 
lyke a most prudent Counseller in publyke causes. 
be it matters of warre or peace. l 
1 Blundervl1le, !!:2 Order !!!! Method etc., 154-155. 
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A few years later Richard Crompton (1573 ... 1599) in describing 
the ideal "Kings Counseller" in his Mansion 2! Magnanimitie 
says that they should be "men of great w'isdom, very \vell 
2 learned, of long experience, well exercised in histories. It 
This was echoed by Barnable Barnes (1568-1609) when he wrote 
in the ~ Bookes !! Office. that "the knowledge ofHystories 
is another quality most concerning a counsellor," who should 
wi th "notable attention and dilU.gence ••• peruse and mark. 
the Records, Annales, and Chronicle. of all age., people, and 
3 princes. It One ot the reasons which Henry Wright gives tor 
the study of history in !!!. First !!!!:! 2! !!!.! Disquisition 
!! Truth Concerning Political Altaire. is "that thereby a 
man may become a Statesman and know how to manage publique 
aftairs, drawing his rules and directions out of antiquities, 
and times passed, as out ot a Store-house, and making appli-
4 
cation thereof to the time present." 
Other examples ot histories intended as manuals for 
2 Richard Crompton, !!!!. Manaion 2! Magnanimitie 
(London, 1599), Chapter 3, no pagination. 
3Barnable Barnes, ~ Bookes ~ Offices (London, 1570), 
52. 
4Henry Wright, The First Part ot the Disguisition ot 
Truth Concerning PolitiCii Aftair;;-rLondOB; 1616), 72. --
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statesmen were Camden's Annals and Francis Bacon's Historic 
5 
.2! !h9. raign .2! King Henry !!!! Seventh, which was most 
representative of this type of writing. Bacon suggested 
that Prince Charles, to whom it was addressed, might lind 
the history of Henry VII instructive and useful. Bacon 
assumed that history could teach men; this was the common 
assumption of his times. Where he differed fram most of his 
contemporaries was that he did not suppose that history could 
teach moral lessons. Instead, what he hoped was that history 
might gi va a lively picture of the nature of mankind and 
teach lessons of policy and statecraft. Bred in the realis-
tic tradition of Machiavelli and Guicciardini, Bacon found 
a utilitarian value in the study of history: for it was from 
events and counsels that he drew those conclusions which 
served as valuable lessons tor the politics ot the present 
and the future. History, then, gave instruction in practical 
politics by example and analysis, a realistic analysis of 
human actions and motives. 6 
5 Francis Bacon, Historie ~ ~ railn ~ KinS Henry 
!!! .,S ... ev ....... en ...t.-h;;. (London, 1622). 
6 E. F. Dean, "Sir Frwlcis Bacon's Theory of Civil 
History-wri ting t" Journal .2! f.n.,11sh Literary History, VIII t 
161-183. T. Wheeler, ttPurpose ot Bacon 's History of Henry 
the Seventh," Studies !!! Philology, LIV, 1 .. 13. 
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Perhaps the first political situatioll to which the 
study of history was deliberately applied was that ",hich arose 
in Ireland toward the end of the sixteenth century, when the 
~izabethan conquest confronted the English statesmen with 
the qui to new problem of goverllin& an alien race. Edmund 
Spenser, in his anthropological essay, View of the State ot 
~-- -
Ireland, urged that in order to understand the problem it was 
essential to have a knowledge ot the racial origins and lus-
tory of the Irish.? Following in this same vein Bir John 
Davies (1569-1626), James Its anti-Catholic solicitor-general 
for Ireland, wrote! Discoverie .2! l!!! I!:!!!. Causes ~ Ireland 
was never entirell subdued, !!t brought under Obedience E! !2! 
Crowne .2! ~iland. until1 !!!! BeGinning .2! !!!!. Majesties 
S happie Railne. This set about to analyse the mistakes of 
Jiilg1i8b rule since Henry II as a guide in framing a new policy. 
The study ot history, then, was very much part of the 
nature of the Renaissance State, for it provided the statesmen 
with the rules of policy and the individual with inspiring 
examples of patriotillDl. Of course the relationship betw.en 
7Fox, iDglish Historical Scholarship, 50. 
8 Sir John Davies, A Discoverie 2! !h! ~ _C~a_u_s_e_s, etc. 
(London, 1612). 
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history and politics was not all that simple, because while 
some branches of historic,:..\l inquiry proved profitable and 
necessary, others were dangerous. "Things r.lanifeat, I have 
not concealed," Camd~n wrote in the Annals, ItThings Doubtful 
I have tenderly interpreteds the laore Abstruse, I have not been 
too inquisitive of. 1t He proceeds to quote Polybius and 
l>1onysius of Halicarnas8us against "those curious, inquisi-
tive peOI}le, \vho will needs seelt to know More than by the 
Laws is permitted thGDl.,·9 Thia warning notwithstanding the 
view ot history as a handbook tor statesmen took deep roots 
during this period. 
A development intertwined with the evolution of 
history as a teacher of morals to that of a teacher of politi-
cal wisdom was the evolution of the theory of explanation or 
causation of historical events. It history were to be a 
handbook for statesmen a more earth-bound answer to the ques-
tion why was needed than the simple anSWer "God'a Providence" 
which had sutficed for the purpose of morals. 
ot thi8 moral-providential type of cau8ation many ex-
.. plea can be brought forward. Richard Knol1ea (1545-1610), 
tor instance, in the "Authors Introduction to the Christian 
9 Camden, Annal a , nAuthor to the Reader, tI no pagination. 
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reader" in his Historic of the Turkes divides the causes of 
---------- --- ------
events into two. The first and crcatest he maintains is 
"the just and secret judgement of the Almig'!ltie t '';"ho in 
justice delivereth into the hands of t!\G3C mercilass taiscre-
ant. (the TurkS) t nation after nation, and kingdom ur-0n king-
dom, as unto the most terrible executioners ot' his dreadful 
wrath, to be punished tor their sinnos. 1t othor cauaes he 
lumps under the name "the uncertainetie of worldly things, It 
10 
wi thout <,~ivil1g further detaile. 
But, perhaps, this theory of causation is best summed 
up in this period by Sir Walter Raleigh in the Historx 2! 
!!!!. ... W .. o;.r-.l ... d. This work is considered the cro\m of the moraliz-
ing histories, the last great flourish ot the medieval ideal 
of Providential History. For Raleigh, God is the first cause 
of all things; nature, including man, is Aoaningless without 
God. And God alone i~ the source ot all power, though He 
doos operate through the medium of .econdary caURes. Raleigh 
likened theRe secondary causes to conduits and pipes, which 
carry and displace what they have received from the head and 
tountain of the universal. Ue writes, "But where God hath 
a purpose to destroy, wise men grow short-lived, and the 
10 Knoll •• , H1.tOl"ie !! !!!!. Turke., in nIntroduction," 
no paginatiun. 
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charge of things is corum ttetl unto such as ei tllf.~r cannot see 
what is tor thoir good, Ol' know not how to put in execution 
any sound advice." The fall of empires is not caused by such 
secondary cauaes u.s internnl strife or o;,ternal force, but, 
rather "divine providence • • • hath set uowne the dnte and 
period of every estate, before their foundation and erection." 
~\gainst those who object. to this adversity be nrote in the 
Pretace: 
For Geeing God, who is the author of all our tragedies, 
hath written out tor us, and appointed u. all the parts 
we are to playl and hath not, in their distribution 
b •• ne partiall to the moat mighty Princ •• ot the world; 
that gave unto Darius the part of tho greatest emperor, 
and the part of the .ost miserable beggar, a beggar 
begging water of an Enemy to quench the great drought 
of death; that appointed Baj .. et to plaT the Grand 
Signor of the Turks in the morning and in the same day 
the Pootstool of Tam.rland •••• wby should other .en. 
who are but of the least woma. complain of wrongs? 
Certainly th.r. is no other acoount to be made of this 
ridiculous world than to resolve, That the change of 
tortune on the great Theatre, is but a. the change of 
garments on the 11,)8se. For when on the one and the 
other, every man weare. but his owne akin, the Players 
are all alike.Il 
Of course Raleigh was too good a writer to bore his audienoe 
by insisting that divine intervention is always the cause. 
Ue posited secondary causes such as climate and geography or 
corruption and sensuality. but he recognized them as 
llRaleigh, ~storl £! lh! World, Sign. D Yerso. 
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conjecture, yet conjecture has its purpose. Of Raleigh it 
can be aaid in principle be stre •• eel the role ot God as the 
first cauaet while in practice he was .tlline to admit second-
ary causes. 
The influence of the Renaissance, especially the 
Italian historians and the growing availability of documents 
and other sources, led to a gradual change in attitude toward 
causati.on. Camden. foremost among his contellporaries, can 
be noted as always seeking the answers to wh¥ events took 
place by going to the records and applying the principles of 
disciplined S~lolarship to the problem of causation. Not 
that he was without reterence to PrOVidence, but, on the whole, 
secondary causes were the more important. 
Perhaps one of the 1IWjor touchstones in the evolution 
of attitude is to be found in brancis Bacon's Deacri.etio 
Globi Intellectuali. (l6l~), where in his divisivn ot history 
Sacred or Ecclesiastical History lost the separate status 
which it had held previously and was placed under the general 
headin&. Civil. Such a loss of independent status also .eant 
loss of special privileges. Not that the influence of God.as 
denied but that Sacred History was to be \\ITi tten under the 
same rules as other histories. Bacon's cunception of cause. 
is human rather than supernatural. The possibility of divine 
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control was not denied, but by the writing of R! Augmentis 
(1623) it was effectually ignored by being relegated to a 
separate historical category, the History of Providence and 
of Prophecies and their accomplishaents. And he sees little 
profit in this kind of narrative except, perhaps, to frighten 
a few wicked persons. Tbe utility of history springs rather 
from a realistic analysis of human actions and motives. This 
was his method of attack in the Historie ~ Henry !!I, but 
he was too narrow in his analysis of the causes. He explains 
events almost wholly by an interpretation of personal motives, 
and neglects social and econa.ic causes. Bacon, like Machia-
velli, seemed dominated by a formal conception of politics 
as a play of intrigue and. a struggle for power. Such an 
emphasis, however, on the interpretation of hidden causes and 
motives easily opens the way to the introduction of fiction, 
however plausible, into history. It was enough for Bacon 
that the causes and motives adduced were probable; and proba-
bility, it was felt, could be secured more surely through 
practical experience than through research. In Henry !!! 
Bacon still makes reference to the first cause but only for 
literary effect as when he says that Richard III was over-
thrown by "the Divine Revenge." But on the whole God was 
placed back in heaven and the earth was the possession of the 
children of man. 
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The development ot the idea ot history as a handbook 
tor Stateamen coupled with the shitt in emphasis in the "why" 
ot history from God to secondary causes brought about an 
interest in the writing ot accurate histories based on facts 
rather than conjecture or opinion. An increasing number ot 
writers came to agree with John Trussell who stated that he 
forebore "to obtrude upon thee any thing ot my owne inven-
tion • • • for History is or ought to be a perfect register 
of things formerly done truely: or at least warrantable by 
probabilitie. n He went on to say that he had culled out the 
true as neer as he could gather it.l2 Barnes had pleaded tor 
more accurate histories which could co.e about only "it men 
would faithfully search out the true records and memorials 
ot realmes and cClllllllonweals./l13 More concern tor sources is 
evidenced by the increasing practice ot listing the works 
consul ted and of the use of marginal notes as we use toot-
notes tor the purpose of documentation. Knolles wrote in his 
l2John Trussell, A Continuation of the Collection 
- -- --- ~~--~~ 
.2! !!!!. History .2! !nJland, be,inning where Samuel Daniell 
Esquire ended (London, 1636), "Epistle to the Reader," no 
pagination. 
I 3 Barn es, Foure Bookes of Offices, 54. 
----- -------- -------
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Historie ~ ~ Turkes14 "1 collected so much of the History 
as possibly 1 could, out of the writings of such as were 
themselves present and as it were eye-witnesses of the great-
est part of that they writ." He then lists thirty-six 
authors from wbOll he drew his material; however. he was not 
above interpolating speeches or quoting the purport of letters 
when he did not have the actual documents to work with. 
Richard Baker in his Chronicle .2! l!!! Kings !! bland pre-
sents an annotated ItCatalogue of Writers Both Antient and 
Modern Out of whom This Chronicle Hath been Collected, It which 
lists ninety-three worka. 15 John Speed speaks of the "pains 
and travails" he endured, of the "care of truth" he took to 
lay his building (i.e. his history) upon strong arches; and 
he called upon the "Authorities alleaged throuSh the whole 
Processe," to be his witnesses.16 He thanked Sir Robert 
l4Knolles, Ristorie of the Turkes, nTo the Reader,ll 
-------- -- --- ------no pagination. 
15 . Richard Baker, A Chronicl. 91 the King. of England 
!t2!! !!!.! Time!! !!!.! Roman. lovernment !!!!!2 !h! Death .2! 
King Jame;-(London, 1684), no pagination. 
16 Speed, History !! Great Britaine, 895-897. 
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17 Cotton tor the many manuscripts, notes. and Records which 
he supplied. Speed throughout makes the reterence to his 
sources, both printed and manuscript, in the margins ot his 
works. Indeed it is trom these references that we know 
Bacon fS History .2! !Jl! Raign .2! !S!!!! lIenr:y: lli Seventh 
existed in manuscript form long before it 'vas printed. 
Speed gave a special place to the works of the tlmost 
worthy and learned" Camden, and rightly so. For Camden like 
Bacon was one of the major watersheds in English histori-
ography. Camden did tor historical research what Bacon did 
for the philosophy of history. The publication of Camden's 
Britannia in 1586 established his reputation and set up a 
model of historical research which stands even to this day. 
In his "to the Reader" Camden gives a summary of his labors 
in preparing the work: 
I have in no wise neglected such things as are most 
material 1 to search and sift out the truth. I have 
attained to some skill of the most Ancient British 
and English-Saxon tongues: I have travailed over all 
England for the most part, I have conferred with 
17 Sir Robert Cotton (1571-1631) collected a large 
library of ancient records, charters, and other manuscripts 
many of which were trom the dissolved monasteries. This and 
other collections of documents is another indication of the 
evolution in historical thougbt. Documents were collected 
in order to be used more efficiently; once collected, their 
easy accessibility spurred further research. 
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most skillfull observers in each oounty, I have 
studiously read over our owne countrie writers, old 
and new; all Greeke and Latina authors which have 
once made meation of Britaine. I have had oonfer-
enco with learned men in other parts of Christendome: 
I have beene diligent in the Records ot this Realme. 
X have looked into most Libraries, Registers, and 
memorials ot Churches, Cities, and Corporations, I 
have poored upon UlaD.y an old Rowle, and Eviuenoe: 
and produced their testimonie (as beyond all ex-
ception) when the oause required in their very owne 
words (although barbarous they be) that the honor 
ot vertie might be in no wise be impeached. lS 
nlis is a worthy exemplum tor any student ot history to 
tollow. Camden's painstaking investigation of the sources 
was again ma~tested in his Annales, a history ot the reign 
of Elizabeth It published in 1615. In it he tbanlts Lord 
Burghley who opened to Camden "some memorials of State of his 
own: afterl,'lards those of the Kingdom. 1I He continued listing 
his sources, ttx sought all manner of helps on every side, I 
sedulously valued & revolved character ot Kings & Peer,s, 
Lettors, Consultations held at the Councell-Table; I ran 
through the instructions &. letters of Ambassadors & like\dse 
the Records & Journals ot Parliaments, Acts & Statuts, & read 
over Proclamation. tt lie, like Speed, also thanks Sir Robert 
Cotton for the use of his tine library.l9 
l8Camden, Britain, -to the Readeq" no pagination. 1. 
19Camden, Annals (1625). "Author to the Reader, U no 
pagination. 
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These historians illustrE'.te that a step ~d been 
taken in English historiography. The explanation and 
causes of events "I.ere to be sought in the tttacts!~ - i.e •• 
in the documents and wri tings of the tilDe under study. The 
study of the events themselves became important; events 
were not to be studied with a view to re ... enforce prior moral 
convictions. It is true that they were rather credulous 
toward "'acts" and that many of the sources they relied on 
would not stand up under pre.ellt standards of critical 
evaluation. This, however, does not deny their advance 
tram opinions to document, from moralizing to investigation. 
CIL\PTER VI 
THE HANDMAIDS OF HISTORY 
The u.e of document. waa conditioned by the growth of 
libraries and manuscript collections. the improved organiza-
tion of the public archives, and the tolerant attitude to 
their being searched by historians. It must be noted that 
modern historiography rests on a framework of institutions. 
Without libraries, archives, and learned societies, the study 
of history would have progressed little. Experience has 
shown that for every advance in scholarship there has probably 
been some corresponding advance in the organization of scholar-
ly institutions. Libraries, both public and private; public 
archives, both national and local. learned societies, both 
formal and informal - all have contributed to scholarship, 
indeed they have been vital to its progress. For historical 
scholarship in the Late Tudor and Early Stuart period the t.-
portant institutions were not the universities, but the 
libraries, record offices and learned societies of England. 
By informal ties, through friendship and patronage the anti-
quaries and historians were. associated with the librarians and 
record keepers. The Elizabethan Society ot Anti~uaries did 
much. to ~rurther co-operation betw,,~en those who kept official 
recoris, those '.vho collected books aud manuscripts, and those 
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who uaed th .... 
The Elizabethan Society of Antiquaries ... founded in 
1586 and was composed almost exclusively of men of substance 
who, by education and r~ in society, belonged to the upper 
privileged class. John Speed, John Stow, William Camden, 
Robert Cotton, Arthur Golding, lalter Raleigh, Robert Bowyer, 
were members. With the exception of John Stow, all the forty 
kno"-n members were gentlemen t many "In-ere k.nights and two were 
noblemen. Thirty-two had studied ~aw; thirty had at one time 
, 
been members of Parliament; four were heralds; six were active 
/; 
diplomats or statesmen; and six were ofticial record keepers. 
The Society held regular meetings until 1608 when it faded 
away ~ue to lack of internal interest and the external di8-
favor of James I. But. during its lifetime it actively 
promoted historical research and undoubted13 facilitated 
access to public records by the fact that record keepers were 
members and supported the Society's purposes. 
One cannot fail to be itnpressed by ttle tree intercourse 
among scholars not.only within England but even between the 
British Isles and the Continent. Archbishop Jwnes Ussher, tor 
instance, sent froll! Dublin his transcripte of Dodleian and 
1 Cottollian manuscripts to Professor Gerand Vas in knsterda. 
lC. R. Cheney, "Introductions The Dugda.le Tercentenar)"," 
in Fox, English Historical Scholarship, $. 
As difficulties of distance were overcoae 80 were difterence. 
of political and religious creed. Dom Knowles gives the 
example ot one Auguat Baker (1575-1541), a Benedictine, who 
after some year. abroad, returned to England as a missionary 
and to resume his research in London. He was an old triend 
ot Sir Robert Cotton, and he kn~w Selden, Spelman, and Camden. 
Cotton gave him the freedom of his library and aided him to 
use the records at the Tower. There is even a record 01 a 
religious discussion between Baker and Ussher round Cotton's 
fireside in a room leading out of his library. "The memory 
lingers over the scene - The Benedictine monk in doublet and 
hose sparring with Ussher or copying; records in the Tower 
2 
where only a decade before the GUD.p0wer conspirators had lain." 
Antiquarian studias were conducted in Ii clear stimu-
lating atmosphere. The sultriness of prote13sionalism had not 
yet descended; the horizon was broad. Theae men were enthusl-
astic ill pursuing the past. Fussn.~r. seeldng to place the 
changes in historical w1'1 ting and th,)ught tbat took place in 
this pp.riod in their context. wrote. "Zn.1I1and liaS still by 
modern standards, a small cohesive 8oci,~ty, made up ot over-
laplJing communi ties. Individual mef.ihers of t:l~ cOHlHlUni ty ot 
... 
""'ox, 121. 
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learning provided one another with scholarly help and intor-
mati on. Correspondence and conversation were often the 
substitute for modern printed directives and formal aida to 
:5 
research." The.e Dien, without a special organization tor 
the purpose, shared the materials thtry had accumulated so 
tl~t the industry of a laborious scholar was not lost entirely 
when he died. Lelundts ltenerary and Commentaries and 
Collectanea circulated in manuscript in tne next generation 
and were us~d by uvery historian of the later Tudor period. 
John Leland (1506-1552), the King's Mltiquary, can be 
called the founder of antiquarian study in li:ngland. The re-
sults of his six years of tireless journeys in search ot 
English Antiqual'ies and records in the libraries of cathedrals, 
colleges, and monasteries ;were set down in his notes, still in 
unc.iigtlsted Wil.lluli6cl'ipt for.a at l,is death.. As later pulJlished, 
the Itenerary is a description of his travels with full detail. 
of what he saw. Another work Collect.nea, is devoted c.nietly 
to the results of liis exwnination of ancien~ libraries. These 
works, however, cannot be co:tlsidered aiit a fillished. .,ll,;)le or 
a literary produ~t s.ineethey cvnsist of w-amoranda often jotted 
3,.. Slni th Fusllner, !!!!. .-Hi.s-.t.G_r .. i;.;:c;.;;A;.;;.l Revolution (London, 
1962), 68. 
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down as the writer tinished his day's journey and arranged 
without much relevance one to th9 other. Although great 
expectations were aroused in his contem~orarie8 by his pro-
jected history and the industry with which he collected 
4-
material. his plan never ca~e to frtC.tion. 
In one senae, the greatost achievement of the anti-
quaries was their accumulation of material tor historical, 
linguistic, l111d aJ."'chlleological study and the making at it 
available to others. But a total estimate of what the •• men 
did must mark the reason why they did it. They did not 
accumulate aimlessly. Although one motive was to salvage 
material that stood in danger of destruction, they had specit-
ic questions in mind. They were investigating origins: 
origins of institutions, and families, and places. Particular 
inquiries, such as Selden 1 s un tithe, forced their authors to 
sock out new evidence with strict attention to cl1l'onologl'. to 
treat it logically, and to look for causal conllexions. Sinco 
historians \Tero aski~ now questions they c,Juld not l)rOceed, 
as 50 many medieval historians had proceeded. by simply re-
peating what someone else bnd ;'o'i t ten and by merely adding a 
4James w. Thompson, ~ History!! Historical Writ10s 
(New York, 1942), I, 607. 
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little more. As professor Cheney points out, nAccumulation 
of material led inevitably to comparison, comparison to 
5 
criticism." These men were conscious and proud that they 
were tapping new sources. 
The public records are indispensable to the historian, 
for no nation's history can be accurately written without 
6 
access to its public records and archives. Now in the six-
teenth century the King·s subjects were still interested in 
the public records chiefly as litigants, landowners, and tax-
payers, not as students of history. They went to the records 
for ammunition for their lawsuits, to uphold a title or a 
tenure, to maintain a right, to prove a grant or agreement. 
One could say that the primary reason tor preserving records 
of all kinds for centuries was a legal reason in England, not 
a historical one. 
A change in this attitude slowly took place during 
our period. The constitutional debates of the early Stuart 
era took somewhat the form of a prolonged lawsuit between 
Crown and Parliament, and, like other lawsuits, it involved 
5 Fox, 8. 
6R• B. Wernham, "The Public Records in the Sixteenth 
and Seventeenth Centuries," in Fox, 11-30, gives a general 
impression of the state of the archives during the period. 
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much search among records by both parties. The issues raised, 
however, were so much broader, so much more generalized that 
they virtually elevated legal searches into historical re-
search. The constitutional debates, moreover, encouraged 
the growth of antiquarian studi •• , which in their turn stimu-
lated more purely historical reaearches. This creation of a 
wider interest in the public record., an historical interest, 
could hardly be satisfied with conditions of access and means 
of reference designed primarily to meet the narrower and 
more specialized needs of legal searchers. 
We can at this point ask, what, then, were the public 
recorda in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries? Wernham 
presents us with the classification ot Arthur Agarde, who in 
the reign of James I divided the public records into two 
broad types. First there were what he called Arcana imeerii, 
documents concerned with Itmatters ot estate and the croWD 
only." Secondly, there were the legal and financial records 
which concerned both the interest of the Crown and the rights, 
tenures, and titles of the subjects. Now. of these only the 
more formal legal and financial documents in the second group 
were public recorda in the aense that the public had reason-
ably ready and regular access to them upon payment of tees. 
All the first group, the arcana imperii, and many documents 
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in the second group were the private muniments of the King, 
his Court, and his government. They were not accessible to 
the subject except by very special grace and favor. ~ven 
among the more easily accessible records prolonged and ext en-
sive searches could hardly be made without special authority 
7 
or at least official goodwill. Yet in spite of all this 
more and more records were being consulted by a greater num-
ber of people. To satisfy this growing demand books on 
record searching were published early in the seventeenth 
8 
century. Scholars gained access to the public records in 
one ot tour ways. (1) by paying the fees; (2) by consulting 
records and transcripts in private hands; (3) by official 
9 
warrants; (4) by influence or patronage. 
"batever means he used to gain access to the records, 
the scholar had a task betore him ot tracking down the docu-
ments. By the end of the sixteenth century the decentraliza-
tion of the public records had already been carried to an 
7 Fox, 11-12. 
8 Thomas Powell, Direction tor Search g! Records 
(London, 1622) cited in Fussner, 7S;-
9 Fussner, 88. 
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extreme. The Lord Chancellor had general jurisdiction over 
records, which he shared. however, with the Master ot the 
Rolls and the Lord Treasurer. There was no clearly defined 
chain of command and an overlapping of jurisdiction could 
even lead to a knock-down drag-out fight between servants of 
11 the various record keepers. In general it may be said that 
there were four main groups of record repositories at the end 
of Elizabeth's reign, (1) The Rolls House and the Tower of 
London; (2) The Four Treas\~es at Westminster; (3) The State 
Paper Office at Whitehall; (4) tlte various separate offices 
of the courts and of the departments. Each had its own 
keeper or keepers and its own rules and regulations. 
Not only were the national records of interest to tile 
historian but there was a growing interest in local recorda 
12 
and history aa well as an interest in tamily history. Stow's 
l°As llernham points out there was little public or 
bureaucratic pressure toward centralization, largely because 
current administration was more important than research and 
because the value ot records lay chiefly in their usefulness 
for reference in current business of the office or in the 
fees that they yielded from searchers. Fox, 15. 
11 Fox, 17. 
12 See Michael Maclagan, "Genealogy and Heraldry in 
the Sixteenth and Severateenth Centuries," in Fox, :n-48. 
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Survey .2! London was the result of sixty years of close 
observation on interviews with the leading London citizens 
and study of the city records. Many provincial towns had a 
resident antiquarian who was interested in local records and 
monuments. John Hooker held office and pursued his antiquar-
ian and historical research in Exeter, where he set in order 
and catalogued the city records for his own and posterity's 
use. The developing interest in family history was in part 
a reflection of the heraldic and genealogical inter~st of the 
nobility and the gentry. But historians and antiquaries were 
also mindful of what local and f81llily history told them of 
£n,lish history at large. Fussner sums up the interest in 
the various archives in these words. 
Research in a wide variety of records had not been 
characteristic of medieval historiography, but by 
the end of Elizabeth's reign, local, family, national, 
and ecclesiastical archives were all being _xplored. 
Antiquaries and historians made transcripts of records 
and took notes on all kinds ot docuaents which held 
traces of the past. Some made collections which they 
hoped would prove usetul to them in their work; others 
no doubt collected intormation only out ot curiosity, 
or because antiquarianism was a respectable hobby. 
Indirectly, however, all such activity contributed to 
the formation of a new attitude toward history as 
record. 13 
Perhaps even more important for the writing ot history 
13Fussner, 34. 
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than the record offices were the libl~aries.1A Without we11-
stocked librariea the study of cOLlparative history \\.'ould have 
been imposoible. By the end ot the sixteentb century medieval 
ecclesiastical documents had very often passed into private 
hands, and the chronicles and literary sources ot medieval 
l:.'urope - the foundation stones ot every historical account ... 
were accessible only in libraries. l~ere was at this time a 
trend toward consolidation which meant that various private 
libraries were being acquired by a tew individuals or institu-
tiona. Camden, tor example, had acquired by purchase some ot 
Leland' s historical collections ~'hicb he made use of in his 
own work. Some of Camden's collections passed to Cotton on 
Camden's death, and Cotton also acquired by bequest portions 
ot the antiquarian collections of Arthur ,Agarde, l'rancis 
Thy-nne, llobert Bowyer, Hichaol Heneage, John Joscelyn, William 
Lamharde, Laurence Nowell, and Thomas Talbot. 15 B.r purchase 
Camden gained SOOie ot John Stow's historical manuscripts, and 
such,on a much larger sca1e)were otten made by Cotton and a 
few other collections. 
l4See Francis Wormald and C. E. Wright, eds. l2! 
English Librarl before !ZQ2 (London, 1958). 
l5Ibid., 197-198. 
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In contrast to the continent whore tAle c\Jusolidatit)u 
of the ter.ritorial monarchies had led to the founding ot 
great public lihraries wldel' government auspices, in England, 
libraries wore founded mostly by individuals. These might 
be statesmen like Walsingl1am anli Ceci 1, bishops like r.fatthew 
Parker, or private lIIell Qf rneatls and position like Bodley and 
Cotton. The library of the C~cils was in many ways typical 
of the grout libraries founded by high officials and by some 
memberli of the aristocracy. The Ceail collection was unusual 
in that it contained not a .few. but masses ot state papers. 
which had been carted oft to Hatfield House. Camden called 
the Cecil library Bibliotheca instructissimft, and with good 
reason, tor he drew heavily on Cecil's collection when writing 
the history of Eltzabtith's reign. .\n(}ther patron of libraries 
was Sir TllOOtas Bodley, \Those otter to restore the old public 
library at Oxford was acceptel! in 1598. Ue dedicated the 
remainder of his lite to this task of re-establ1shttent and 
augmentation of the much depleted library. ae accomplished 
this by his own purchases of books and manuscripts and by 
inducing hi. acquaintance. to assisto Robert Cotton, Henry 
Saville and Thomas Allen were among the principal contributors 
to the library, which opened November 8, 1602, with upwardR 
of 2,000 volumes. In 1610 he obtained a grant trom the 
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Stationer's Company of a copy of every book l!rintecl. The 
library's collection grew so rapidly that tho building \\'a8 
extended by an east wing built in 1610-1612. BOdley not only 
began the permanent endowment of the library by the gift of 
a farm and some houses in London, but he made it his chief 
heir. 
The consolidation ot private collections, along with 
the improved insti tutional arrangements for the care and use 
of manuscripts and books greatly facilitated the writing of 
history. Scholars knew in general where to look for particu-
lar materials. Few of England's libraries were as well 
arranged as Sir Robert Cotton's, but at least the greater 
libraries were performing their institutional functions. 
Although it is generally true that libraries at this 
period were either bristling with restrictions and guarded 
with R vigilance that kept them from being widely used or elae 
not properly guarded at all, the plight of the scholar was not 
thereby rendered de$perate. The personal influence and patron-
age of the community of learning Wall powerful enough to secure 
privileges tor ita ... bers, who were able to borrow trom or 
at least consult. most ot the major collections. The real 
teats ot a scholar - patience, persorverance, and eyesight -
were likely to occur after he had secured his entree to the 
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library. 
Books were catalogued in most libraries by size 
rather than by author or subject matter. It one did wish to 
spend his tinte caretully going through a poorly catalogued 
collection, he might find himselt at the mercy ot a hurried 
and possibly ignorant librarian. Often, especially at college 
libraries, one was subject to restrictions, and not inCre-
quently he had to suit the convenience of a number of inditter-
ent or ho,stile officers in charge of keys. One aLnost troze 
in winter. and oven in summer he might discover that a poorly 
lighted room was an ill place to ~xamine and transcribe a 
JIlanuscript. It is no wonder that scholars were unstinting in 
their prais. of Cotton's professionally-run library.16 
Bishop Montaque called Cotton's library "the ma,aaine 
of history.tf Indeed, it would be extremely difficult to over-
estimate the significance of Cotton's library for the growth 
of historical 6cholarship. 
In one field alone - the political and religious 
history of IDglaDd fro. the reicn ot aenry VIII 
through Eli~abeth and James I - the library con-
tained nearly 100 voluaes ot original etate papere 
and exact trQltScripts. An astonishing amount of 
state papers trom the rei Ina ot Henry VIII and 
Elizabeth rested on CottOIl '6 sheh"es. One pless 
16 li\wener, 66. 
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contained 43 voluaes relatins to doaestic and toreign 
aftairs, some bearinc notes by Cecil; another press 
contained 50 volumes of such papers bearing on Eng-
land's relations with Portugal, Spain, Russia. Poland, 
the ScandiuC:t.vian cOWltrics. the Hanseatl.c League, 
Holland, Turkey, and the near East. l ? 
Nearly every English historian of note in the seventeenth 
century made some use of this great library. ~ven its physi-
cal location was advantageous tor Cotton's house was strategi-
cally located next door to the Rolle House. A stairway led 
down trom Cotton's garden to the Thall.s, where Cotton could 
find ready transportation to the recol'd repositories in the 
Tower. 
Onehistorian helped by Cotton was John Selden. 
Selden was greatly in Cotton's debt and dedicated his best 
known and most controversial book, !!!! Historie !! .. Ti __ t;;;h .. e.;;.., to 
him. Although Selden accuaulated one of the best libraries 
in England he still found Cotton's storehouse indispensable. 
Cotton, furthermore, opened doors which were closed even to 
Selden. Perhaps because ot the notoriety of ~ Historie !! 
Tithes, Selden had to ask Cotton tor help in 1624, in order 
to borrow materials from Westminster Library of the Lord 
Bishop of London.1S This is but one of many example. ot 
17Ibid •• 146-147. 
-
18Ibid., 135. 
-
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Cotton's scholarly aid and influence. 
Cotton's contribution to English historiography goes 
beyond the fact that l1is library was a "mag"lzine of historylt 
or that it was a great source of inlluence. Cotton's deal-
ings with the lesser government officials, tb.e men who 
controlled and l'sed the public records of Englund \Vas of 
major importance. ithether they apvlied to Cotton for help in 
their official Juties, or in connection with their private 
scholarly pursuits, these bureaucratic officials could count 
on Cotton's generosity. In return, such mon coul~ help Cotton, 
01' those ~'hom Cotton might choose to help. By the end of 
Elizabeth's reign Cotton's library had become one of the great 
roadsteads of the learned world, and fz'om allover the Britiah 
Isles and t.he continent lettel'S discussing books, manuscripts, 
and antiqu!tif:s found their way there. Sir Robert Cotton 
has been eulogized in these ~ords: 
~hy Cot.ton's name should be honoUl'ed as one of 
the founders of modern Bnglish historiography should 
new be clear. The scattered contents of monl4stic 
libraries .ere preserved for use largely b7 Cotton's 
efforts. In an age given to drawing morals and 
precedents fram history. Cotton provided not only 
what Ii.a,t; expected, but also the indispensable means 
and support lor critical, scholarly historiography. 
Thanks in lc;u-ge pu-t to CottOIl' s cx<.>mplary p£;ttroIlUt;e, 
the standards of English historical writinc and 
thoubht were redefined. The debt of good Bcbolax'ship 
'. , 
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to good l1brarianship cannot be too heavily 
emphasized. l9 
Cotton's library was unique in many ways, and was, indeed, 
the tinest and most accessible institution of research in the 
Late Tudor and Early Stuart England. 
The advance and improvement in the institutions ot 
research - learned Societie., public recorda, and librarie. -
were invaluable to that evolution of Historiography which .e 
have seen took place during this era. For the demand for 
better, more factual histories would have been frustrated if 
the docuaents had not been available due to the efforts ot 
the scholarly institutions, the handmaids of history. 
19 ~., 149. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
We have seen that History was considered an important 
field of study by Englishmen in the Late Tudor and Early 
Stuart Eras, whether they saw it as a teacher of morals or as 
a teacher of political wisdom or as, more likely, a comb ina-
tion of both. History was praised as the "Faithful preserver 
of things past, that great instructor of the present, and 
certaine Profit of the future."l Peter Ueylyn has summarized 
for us his ages-view of the benefits of History: 
1. It is the rule of direction, by whose square 
we ought to rectify our obliquities, and in this sense 
the Orator calleth it Malistra vitae. 
2. It stirreth men to virtue and deterreth them 
from vice. 
3. It hath been not only the inventor but also 
the conserver of all arts, such especially whose end 
consisteth in action. 
4. It informeth a man's mind in all particular 
observations, making him serviceable to his prince and 
country. 
5. It is the best schoolmaster of war, the teacher 
of stratagems, and giveth more directions than a whole 
Senate. 
6. It is the Politicians best assistant and chief 
tutor. 
lWilliam lIarbington, Observation .2!! Historie (London, 
1641), Sign. A4 recto. 
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7. It is most available to the study of Divinity. 
8. It is (lastly and least of all), the study 
which affordeth a man the greatest aid in discoursing; 
it delighteth the ear, and contenteth the mind. 2 
Such a beneficial study was pursued by all the liter-
ate classes, especially by the expanding Middle-Class. These 
busy and practical people wanted to know history and they 
wanted it "neat," as John Sleidon put it - history should be 
tlsuccinct" so ttany man may at first view behold the whole of 
3 history. If This caused a demand tor chronicles and epitomes 
of histories, in particular those ot England. But the popu-
larity of these fOrBS should not lead us to think that the 
tastes in historical reading was narrow, for it surely was 
not; on the contrary, it was wide and varied. The demand tor 
more and better histories brought about a response from the 
writers of history. They began to seek to understand what 
their office as an historian entailed and how they could attain 
these ends. Some, like Sir Francis Bacon and William Camden 
thought deeply on the matter and acted in a manner to bring 
about major steps in the evolution of historiography. The 
2 Heylyn, Cosmoaraphia, 20-21. 
3John Sleidon, I!! Key!! Historie (London, 1635), 
Sign. B4 recto. 
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use of sources such as documents and records came more and 
more to replace opinion and conjecture as the stuff out of 
which history is written. This, in part, was occaaioned by 
the need of a realistic presentation of the "facta" if his-
tory were to be handbook for statesmen. 
nus writer would conclude that historical reading 
had a vast influence on the literate Englishman ot the period. 
Moral and political leaaons were to be tound in it; the past 
glory of the nation was held before their~es and they were 
made to value ita future. They learned patriotism and loyalty 
to the State; they learned the practical lesaons of statecraft. 
Perhaps it is only fitting to end with a hymn ot praia. to 
history written by an Englishman of the period: 
• • • 0 HistoriesZ You soveraigne balmes to the 
bodyes of the dead, that preserve them more fresh then 
it they were alive, keep ye tames of Princes from per-
ishing, when marble monuments cannot save their bones 
trom being rotten, you faithful entelligensers betweene 
Kingdoms and Kingdomes, Your truest councellor to Kings, 
even in their greatest dangersJ Hast thou an ambition 
to be equall to Princes: read such bookes aa are the 
Chronicles of Ages, gone before thee: there maieat thou 
finde lines drawne (if vertue be thy guide) to make the 
paralell with the greatest Monarchs wouldest thou be 
above him, there is ye scale ot him a8cending[~ Hunt.at 
thou after glory1 marke in those pathes how others have 
run, and tollow thou in the same course. Art thou sicke 
in minds? (and so to be diseased, is to be sicke even to 
ye death) there shalt thou finde physicke to cure thee, 
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art thou sad? where is sweeter musieke even in reading? 
art thou poore? open those closets, and invaluable 
treasures are powred into thy bands.4 
4Thomas Dekker, Worke For ~oroura 1609 
(Reprinted London, 1885), loi-i02. 
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